KROKA EXPEDITIONS

“Where Consciousness Meets Wilderness”

Winter Wilderness Immersion
Trip proposal for the Unitarian Church in Westport
Dates: January 14-16, 2022. Cost: $345 per person
Come experience the beauty of winter seldom seen by modern people on this unique experience in
the heart of the winter season. On this three-day program we will make our home in traditional
earthen lodges with woodstoves to keep us warm, settle into life on the farm and in our sustainable
village. We will track animals in the freshly fallen snow, learn to identify trees by their twigs and bark,
and build our own snow shelters. We will immerse ourselves in themes of sustainability and
conscious living as we learn about natural building, solar electricity, wood heat, and water
conservation. We will practice cooking on the fire, preserving food for expeditions, and coming
together in reverence and appreciation for what we have. In the evenings we will come together in
the warmth of the yurt, drink tea made from the needles of fir and spruce, and study the human
relationship to winter through reading and storytelling.

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Your group arrives at Kroka by 11:00 AM. We will settle into life in the village at
the edge of the forest and share lunch cooked over the fire. After lunch we will
explore Kroka’s working farm and help with animal care. We will also have a
tour of Kroka’s newly completed Sustainability Center to set the stage for the
days ahead. In the afternoon we will begin our food dehydration project
learning to preserve food for your Alaskan adventures.
We wake each morning with the sun to help with morning chores on Kroka’s
farm and campus. After a hearty breakfast we will head into the forest on skis
and snowshoes, where we will study winter ecology and learn to dress
comfortably and safely for the cold. In the afternoon we will learn to build a
Quinzhee, a traditional snow shelter – and if conditions allow, this will become
our home for our final night!
On this day we turn our thoughts ahead to your expedition to Alaska. We will
discuss expedition equipment, clothing, and maps, as well as learning recipes
to cook on the journey. Here our expedition planning will be put to the test as
we gather ingredients and cook our final meal in small groups during the
exciting “cook’s challenge.” We will share this final lunch with Kroka staff
before departing campus for Connecticut in the early afternoon.
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